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Abstract: This Paper aims at briefing the different models of language planning activities which strategically targets a language policy of any nation. It begins with introducing the term of Language planning and policy in the literature of Linguistics and moves on describing the steps/stages adopted in Language planning strategy. Apart from the stages the positive and negative planning implemented in nations are briefed. The outcome and challenges of implementation of the models of language planning is discussed and finally, it ended up with how the nations adopted national language policy, official language policy and medium of instructions policy by implementing the strategies of language planning.
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1. Introduction

Language planning was first put forward by Uriel Weinrich, in 1957, at a seminar held in Columbia University, the U.S. In the literature concerned with “language planning” the American-Norwegian sociolinguist Einar Haugen is often mentioned as the person who gave birth to the concept. In the article “Language Planning in Modern Norway “(1959), which was widely acknowledged after its second edition in 1968, Haugen introduced and attempted to define the concept. Einar Haugen’s View of Language planning is a technocratic process concerned with systematizing and cultivating a standardized language code to solve problems. “the development of policies or programs designed to direct or change language use, as through the establishment of an official language, the standardization or modernization of a language, or the development or alteration of a writing system”. http://dictionary.reference.com/. “The numerous attempts that have been made to change a particular variety of a language, or a particular language, or some aspect of how either of these functions in society. Such changes are usually described as instances of language planning” Ronald (1998, p. 347) “Language planning is a government authorized, long term, sustained, and conscious effort
to alter a language’s function in a society for the purpose of solving communication problems” Weinstein (1980, p. 56) “Language planning involves the creation and implementation of an official policy about how the languages and linguistic varieties of a country are to be used.” David Crystal (1996, p. 366). American linguist Joshua Fishman has defined language planning as “the authoritative allocation of resources to the attainment of language status and corpus goals, whether in connection with new functions that are aspired to or in connection with old functions that need to be discharged more adequately” (1987). Cooper (1989) defines language planning as “deliberate efforts to influence the behavior of others with respect to the acquisition, structure, or functional allocation of their language codes” (p. 45).

Different social groups wish to maintain their linguistic identities and interests, and may actively and often violently campaign for recognition. Changes increasing, countries becoming aware, it is not possible to rely on the slow course of natural linguistic evolution to resolve the pressures and conflicts that arise. Therefore, many governments try to solve their problems by engaging in conscious, principled ‘language planning’, or ‘linguistic engineering’. Language planning is carried out by government departments and agencies, language academies, committees, popular societies, however, newspapers or broadcast media, publishing houses, political groups, community agencies, and religious centers may also be important language planning agents.

Language planning is that area which is the overlap between the applied and socio-linguistics. This is referred to that area which the researcher aims at identifying and this activity results in exerting a large amount of influence over the prevalence of any language. The main three areas that are most talked in case of language planning includes- status, corpus and acquisition. However there exists very less information on the need for language planning. One vital need for language planning arises when the prevalence of one particular group of language users in a diverse language community is greater or less than desired so the language planning can be undertaken which can change the prevalence towards any desired goal (Milligan, 2007).

2. Steps in Language Planning

According to Haugen (1983) a language plan is a strategy based on a particular model. The Haugen’s (1983) model of language planning sets out leading elements similar to planning of language that support to begin a specific policy of language. The Haugen language planning model includes four basic stages namely selection, codification, implementation and elaboration. The selection step includes the option of a language or different languages as official or national languages. Hassan (2004) has mentioned the next step codification necessitates selection of norms and it gives a written form to norm chosen. It targets at selected language standardization.

Codification and selection remain major theories unless followed by elaboration and implementation. The implementation includes the writer, civil institutions and government agencies activities in utilizing and adopting the preferred form of language. Finally, the
elaboration step includes the language functions expansion to attain the modern world requirements such as assignment of new technological and scientific terms to language.

3. **Positive and Negative Language Planning**

Language planning can be either positive or negative in nature. Positive language planning is a term which is used at the time when language planning activity leads to increase or sustainability of any language. We can include here the examples of nation-states which are presently engaging in a positive language planning which includes Ireland and Canada. Also, positive language planning is used to denote the term reversing language which occurs and focuses on those languages which have lost their present vitality. The main aim of positive language planning is to keep a minority or endangered language from becoming extinct but can also be conducted for other languages too to make it stronger.

On the other hand, negative language planning is a term that is used to identify any language planning activity that aims at decreasing the strength of language. Some of the examples of countries which have engaged negative language planning are United Kingdom and Canada. The negative language planning is often regarded as suppression of minority languages by a majority group of language. However, it must be noted here that negative language planning can also be enacted with the help of positive language planning which in turn can help to secure and strengthen the minority language and weaken the majority language (Milligan, 2007).

4. **Different models of Language Planning**

According to Donnacha (2000) two new language planning models are suggested in this study. The approach is common to that utilized in business planning of viewing organizations and industries as sets of interrelated tasks as a support to planning and analysis. The first model evolves a three-level language planning view and targets to evolve a much strategic approach. In this model the three levels are Language planning, functional language planning and status planning. The second model is integrated language planning model is associated to language planning’s second level and is configured to facilitate an integrated and comprehensive approach to strengthen targeted languages. The model disaggregates efforts of language reinforcement into two kinds of activities namely support and primary activities. The support activities assist the primary activities and each other by facilitating and managing the effort of language reinforcement whereas the primary activities are those that are configured to impact changes directly in behavior of language. According to Milligan (2007) system thinking is a way of thinking about social, biological and other phenomena that places steady emphasis on rapport between variables.

A system thinking approach to language planning has not been included into language planning but facilitates the making of a cumulative and comprehensive model of negative and positive language planning. In other words, the system thinking approach to...
language planning has permitted the making of system model of language planning because it is a methodology that holds external impacts. The system model of language planning integrates the traditional tripartite language planning activity structure and describes both negative and positive initiatives of language planning. The model decides the requirement for negative or positive activities of language planning by tallying disparity between desired and actual population of language users within a different community of language. The impact of language planning activity on abandonment and acquisition must evaluate intermediary variables namely cultural functions, resources of learning, economic functions, corpus functions and/or political functions. The language planning activities success as described in this model is evaluated by supervising the degree to which interventions targeted at managing abandonment or acquisition have impacted the language users’ actual population.

5. Effectiveness of using different models of language planning strategies in deciding the medium of instruction, national language and official language

According to Swann et al (2004) language planning is considered widely as an overlap area between sociolinguistics and applied linguistics. It is a study area in which researcher seeks to recognize activity that would exert impact over the language prevalence. When one set of language users’ prevalence in a different community of language is lesser or greater than desired language planning can be carried out to change this prevalence towards a stipulated target.

According to Liddicoat (2008) integrated language planning offers chances for students to gain a new language through discipline based learning domain study such as mathematics, arts, science and humanities. The approaches of language instruction that integrate language and content are probable to be much efficient than approaches in which language is taught in isolation. Haugen language planning model proved to be powerful and has supported several studies in various kinds of the globe (Swann et al, 2004 and Liddicoat, 2008).

Jernudd and Gupta (1971) quoted that language planning can outcome in offering numerous advantages to society. Firstly, it offers some extent of linguistic homogeneity it can permit for better and rapid interaction and consequent development in the living standard. Second language planning is so far as it offers a common way of communication can outcome in involvement’s greater equalities. According to Lee et al (1992) the language planning may prove to be effective if it is implemented properly and it can offer chances to entire people to have common political and economic power but if it is against its spirit it may lead to severe consequences such as language riot, power struggle and language movements. Language planning also promotes the use of specific language it can enhance national consciousness sense thus strengthening the country’s political unity (Lee et al, 1992 and Fishman eds, 1993).
Sterman (2000) has mentioned that system thinking provides a strong new perspective, a set of components and a specialized language which an individual can utilize to mention the most stubborn issues in her or his everyday work and life. The system thinking approach to language planning motivates the language study perceiving that its status, acquisition and corpus are interlinked. Systems thinking permits to acquire a better understanding of language planning complexities by making a visual model reflecting the interlinks among and within language vitality aspects (Lee et al, 1992).

Fishman eds (1993) has described that there are two advantages to bring system thinking approach to theory of language planning. First this approach permits for incorporation and assimilation of principles and hypotheses from forerunners of the field into an individual qualitative language planning model that utilizes archaic graphical language. Harmann (1990) has pointed out second advantage of system thinking approach as that it permits for making of a language planning model that is applicable broadly and flexible. System thinking can negate placing any language vitality area in privilege position by recommending that every area in which functions of language is one kind of meta-system. Thus, it can be inferred that for language planning to be effective the big term viability of community expected to assist the language has to be considered (Harmann, 1990 and Lee et al, 1992).

According to Kaplan and Baldauf (2011) and Meinhof and Makoni (2004) selecting a group of languages or specific language for particular functions in nation has far reaching suggestions on the status of group of languages or language (Meinhof and Makoni, 2004). Coperahewa (2011) have stated that moreover, selection has several suggestions for educational institutions and economies of promoting a language. Each and every language has to be taught for specific aim or there must be no justification for material, human and financial resources expanded on teaching a particular language for its sake (Hamid, 2010 and Kaplan and Baldauf, 2011). Kaplan and Baldauf (2011) have pointed out five main reasons for language planning considered as political activity would fail.

According to Hamid (2010), extra languages are reached through educational institutions that include a restricted research, for example if we consider Indonesia, it could take 5 or 6 school leavers generations prior the national language is famous. Apart from these, education competes for investing against certain priorities like external and internal as well as educational institutions are much slower to respond to modification in areas like textbooks, curricula, teacher training and attitudes. Successfully spreading language required to be society-based and going beyond education.

Language planning would take tough selections about which language to decide and support for example in South Africa has twelve national languages and selections would be tough to agree upon (Meinhof and Makoni, 2004). Challenges such as religion would make selection of language problematic for example, the present separation of Sudan like Arabic and Islam and South Sudan such as English and Christianity (Abdelhay, Makoni and Makoni, 2013). Hsiau (1997) stated that other challenges such as political beliefs in Taiwan such as Mandarin and Taiwanese or foreign alliances in Vietnam like English versus Russian (Wright, 2002) would dominate
choices of policy (Chua, 2012). In some cases, particularly with centralized systems, facilitating language programs logistics would be issue and does not consider variances in different regions of the nation. When we consider Brunei and Malaysia, Martin (2005) have stated that other than local materials that are being built for teaching English were not appropriate for some more isolated regions of nation. Hamid and Baldauf (2011) had pointed out that the situations in Bangladesh differ from the Dhaka and other rural areas and it would be tough to adopt a unitary curriculum. Kaplan and Baldauf (2011) mentioned that some questions arise what must be taught namely dialect, macro skill focus, methodology and orthography to be used. Teachers’ qualifications would also be problematic. Some questions would be raise like which characters in the Chinese language has to be used such as traditional or simplified? Are Chinese characters being subsection of language in Korea or must they be eliminated? (Hamid and Baldauf, 2011 and Kaplan and Baldauf, 2011); Whether Korean be purified characters as seen in North Korea wherein foreign language are taught as characters. Whether communication language teaching is suitable methodology in contexts of Confucian teaching? What kind of training do different levels of teachers of English need? Whether the fundamental teaching purpose to assist student for passing examinations? What types of English must be taught such as Australian, American, Canadian, South Asian and British? (Kaplan and Baldauf, 2011). According to Coperahewa (2011) the languages to be taught would in problem as when we consider Sri Lanka wherein the prolonged war for civil would be fueled by disputes of policies over the status of Tamil and Sinhala that is the language rights denial to Tamils or by issues already mentioned in the Sudan (Coperahewa, 2011 and Balsing, 2013).

We will look at a variety of linguistic situations in the world to see some instances of planning. France serves as a good example of a country which has a single national language and does little or nothing for any other language. The bilingualism of Belgium. Today, French and Flemish(Dutch) co-exist in a somewhat uneasy truce in Belgium. The struggle between the French and the Flemish has a long history.

Not all countries have codified national language policies, and when they do the subjects that covered vary from one country to another. They also differ immensely in the centralization of planning and control, ranging from the dominance of planning at the national level in Japan and Netherlands, to the locus of language policy making at the state and canton level in Germany and Switzerland, to the completely decentralized language policymaking in the United States.

6. Conclusion

"A good deal of language planning after the Second World War was undertaken by emerging nations that arose out of the end of colonial empires. These nations faced decisions as to what language(s) to designate as an official for use in the political and social arena. Such language planning was often closely aligned with the desire of new nations to symbolize their newfound identity by
giving official status to the indigenous language(s)” (Kaplan, 1990, p. 4). Today, however, language planning has a somewhat different function. A global economy, growing poverty in some nations of the world, and wars with their resulting refugee population have resulted in great linguistic diversity in many countries. Thus, language planning issues today often revolve around attempts to balance the language diversity that exists within a nation's borders caused by immigration rather than by colonization.
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